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Department Physicals
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7
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Officers Meeting
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17 Department
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7-
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31
EMT Class
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Have you done your part?
The Department needs you help!

Please Check outside dispatch for the Stand Bys that need to be filled

Football Standbys

10/9/21 @1300 High School
10/14/21 @1600 Middle School

Fire Department Drill Yaphank 10/28/21

10/16/21 @1300 High School
10/23/21 @0900 High School

10/27/21 @1600 Middle School
10/30/21 @1300 High School
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Good Evening Everyone,
First and foremost, I want to congratulate our newly elected officers and offer my sincere appreciation to those finishing their
terms from past positions. Your hard work and contributions to our agency are appreciated.
Thank you for your support and for your patience as we change leadership for the 2021-2022 calendar year. I am extremely
humbled and excited to take on the role of Chief of Department and am looking forward to working beside our membership: both
paid and volunteer. I really feel that this office and this membership can take this department to the next level.
Our mission statement is providing quality prehospital care of Bay Shore and Brightwaters. I believe that we can do better, and it
is our duty as providers to do better. Together, we can ensure that we never lose sight of our mission, and if we do, it is only
together that we can reorient ourselves and ensure that the mission continues successfully. My goals for this year are to bring us
back to these main objectives:
• Address adequate crew staffing to ensure calls get out in a timely fashion decreasing both our mutual aid rate and 16 to 2 times.
• Increase awareness, ability and knowledge through a continued focus on training.
• Continue the process of replacing equipment/vehicles that have surpassed their lives.
• Revisit the idea of a standard duty uniform; one that our membership is proud to wear.
• A focus back on the importance of organizational structure and utilization of the chain of command.
Over my 16 years here at Bay Shore Ambulance, I have come to realize that every action has a reaction. Every member has a
vital role in this organization and no single member can do it alone. Probationary members, You are tasked with assisting with
patient care, forging your own pathways through training opportunities and truly are the future of this agency. Once you become

a Badge Member, you have met a specific set of responsibilities: EMTs help people in their darkest times, Driver's ensure safe
transport to a definitive medical facility and Dispatchers ensure communicate is constant with resources available. On a
fundamental basis, calls won't get out without these vital roles.
Continue next page
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If you choose to take a leadership path, Crew chiefs watch over a tour- Relationships are built, trust is found, and you are the
frontline of ensuring during those 6 hours, resources to our community are available. Anyone who has done the job of a Captain
knows every day you are collaborating and assisting our membership meet our goals. With that being said, you get a front row
seat of seeing people succeed, step up and thrive under the right circumstances. The Chief's office does not function without
strong Assistant Chiefs, who collaborate and recognize that while each position has a specific set of duties and responsibilities-

the goals of all are the same: To provide high quality care to our community and ensure that our membership has the tools to
succeed. Opposite our operational side is our Board of Directors- tasked with supporting the operational goals from the
administrative side, handling funding, payroll, staffing, purchasing, legal concerns and public relations.
I outline these roles to showcase that everyone in this organization is essential. The work of running a volunteer ambulance
Corp. is never done, however with strong teams come strong results. Any goals outlined by the leadership are empty till we
come together as a TEAM to achieve them. I truly believe we have one of the best teams out there and together, we can

achieve anything.
My phone always on and I welcome your concerns, criticism, ideas and suggestions. Let's make this a wonderful year.

Charles R. Chapman IV
Chief of Department
Charles R. Chapman IV, EMT-P
Chief of Department
Bay Shore-Brightwaters Rescue Ambulance Inc.
Cell: (631) 748-9467
email: Cchapman@bsbra.org
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1st Assistant Chief

Dana DeQuatro

Members,
October 1, 2021 begins BSBRA new year. Although there will be transition of
different members into Line Office positions, the Department’s mission
statement remains the same - to get a rig on the road to provide emergency
medical service to the community we serve. Our primary concern which is
SAFETY, remains the same. Our level of positivity and support to fellow
members does not change. Key words going into the new year are:
Effective Communication
Accountability
Responsibility
I want to thank all of you for your unbelievable dedication, hard work and
service to the Department over this past year. I look forward to seeing the bar
of professionalism and expertise raised even higher by the magnificent
members of this Department.
Dana DeQuatro
1st Assistant Chief
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2nd Assistant Chief

Alex Mullin

No Report Received
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3rd Assistant Chief

Chris Orlik

First, I would like to thank the membership for electing me to serve all of you as your 3rd
Assistant Chief. I am looking forward to working with all of you for the next year. I would
also like to congratulate all the newly elected officers coming in, and my thanks for all the
officers who are leaving office.
EVOC - We hosted two EVOC classroom days in September. Initially we were looking to
have two days of driving in October, but the site we were going to use will be unavailable.
Alternative sites are being explored, and dates for our current site will be scheduled for
November. You must have completed the classroom day to be eligible to take the driving
portion. Be on the lookout for an online sign up.

Driver Training - If anyone is interested in becoming a driver, please reach out to me to
schedule the initial training. The training takes approximately 2 hours. To qualify to be a
driver, you must be 20 years old, have 6 months or more in the department, and have a
valid driver’s license.
Chris Orlik
3rd Assistant Chief
Bay Shore-Brightwaters Rescue Ambulance, Inc
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Board of Directors

No Report Received
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Sunday Captain

Debbie Martino
No Report Received

Monday’s Captain

Tina Mercado

No Report Received
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Tuesday’s Captain

Nadine Navarro

Hello friends,
As we come to a close of this BSBRA year I want to take time out to thank
everyone who’s come down to help, not just on Tuesday but to the
department as a whole. If your in need of precepts, we got a few so come
on down. If you need some friends, we got a bunch so come on down.
Always remember:
“Each morning we are born again, what we do today is what matters
most” Buddha

Nadine Navarro

Wednesday’s Captain

Tony Tola

No Report Received
Tony Tola
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Thursday’s Captain

Shannon Orlik

No Report Received

Friday’s Captain Tom Broskie Jr.

No Report Received
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Saturday’s Captain

Sydney Furno

No report received

Supervisor of Dispatch
No report received
Diane Tierney
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Good and Welfare
The passing of Nick Bo

Chief Charles R. Chapman on the
loss of his Grandmother
Jack Kostner on the loss of his
Grandmother
Logan Paticoff on the loss of his Aunt

Rich Fu

Richard Veraldo
Laurie Hughes
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No Report Received
Mary-Catherine Dolan
Advisor

Jacob Grullon
Assistant Advisor
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Happy Birthday

Brett Baudanza
Gerard Corsini
Christian Reyes
Luis Muy
Kevin Kavitt
Nadine Navarro
Gerald Guszack
Jessica Callard
Holdy Chauvette
Keren Mantilla
Donna Trapani
James Nelson
Rich Veraldo
Diana Cairo

If any of the dates are off please email
Signal19@bsbra to change it. Thank you
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Happy BSBRAversary
Anthony Seymour
Benedict Reitzel
Brian Stevens
Christian Diaz
Gail Donohue
Gavyn Chiappetta
Holdy Chauvette
Jaden Diggs
Jono Hoffman
Jose Velasco
Joseph Lamanna
Keren Mantilla
Ketsia Olsen
Logan Paticoff
Shannon Orlik
Tracy Orellana
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